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GOALS
Good health and well-being UN SDG 3
Reduced inequalities UN SDG 10
Sustainable Cities and Communities UN SDG 11

WHY
The pandemic has taught us that where we live is ever more
where we work and the foundations of community are fostered
in the same location. Communities and cultures are diverse and
spatial connections between them are the foundations of society.
Architecture enriches our lives and impacts our environment.
Furthermore climate change has called for more sustainable
measures for us to move between home, work and places of leisure.
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From libraries to churches, youth clubs to community centres, yoga
studios to city farms, social infrastructure is vital in supporting and
sustaining a diverse public life of our cities and is essential for
our collective physical and mental wellbeing. In London, social
infrastructure is increasingly being displaced by private residential
amenities, creating further disparity within social interactions and the
sense of community.
The recent and ongoing pandemic has created an urge for a
greater collective sense of community and belonging as a result of
the increased isolation we all face. The role of social infrastructure
therefore plays an increasingly important role in society and in
improving our wellbeing, as demonstrated by the surge in popularity
of Britain’s open spaces and parks throughout this summer. This
collective desire for accessible, well designed social infrastructure is
only going to increase post pandemic.
Each of us is different. We have different types of families. We are
shaped by different cultural backgrounds. We have different tastes
and we are all at different stages of life. We each face different
pressures. So, each of us has different expectations of what a home
and the city, should and can be.

•

Who do these really serve and how do these
cater the diverse needs of the locals of Hackney?

•

How do these interface our homes and the wider
borough when one size does not fit all?

•

What creates conditions for a greater sense of
connection between neighbours?
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•

How do physical spaces for mindfulness foster
a greater sense of spiritual belonging and
community?

WHERE
The Think Tank will locate and explore how domestic spaces
bridge the connection to shared community realms within Hackney
to create a social infrastructure network, the think tank will then
zoom in to certain sites to develop spatial propositions.

PARTNERS
Possible Partners:
Hackney Council - Anna-Elisabeth Guelzow, Sara Kulay
Clapton Common - https://www.claptoncommons.org/
how-we-work
Clapton FC and associated partners - https://www.
claptoncfc.co.uk/community-groups-to-support/
Erin Peavey, an architect and psychologist based in the US
Phillippa Banister - Street Space;
Jess Steele - Jericho Road Solutions (expert in communityled development)
Bethan Harris - Loneliness Lab
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TASKS
Understanding the existing:
Week 1 - 17/11/20:
Group1: 1:50 communal space drawing - plan/section/elevation/
axo
Spatial element (dwelling scale) - memory thresholds
Group2: 1:50 community space
Photographic examples and Plan/section/elevation/axo
Spatial elements (city scale) - memory thresholds

Week 2 - 24/11/20:
Assign students an estate
Study - Plan/section/elevation/axo
Illustrating activities
Envisage what 1950 towers blocks are
Map space between the two elements - from the door to the
community space
Rachel Whiteread as example
Study of domestic and communal versions of the same activities:
dining/clothes washing/child care etc.

Week 3 - 01/12/20:
What is the Hackney demographic?
Their journey to the domestic to the community
Characterisation studies
How do they negotiate between?

READING
Books

Palaces for the People, Eric Klinenberg
The Right to the City, David Harvey
Ways of Seeing, John Berger
The Man Who Planted Trees, Jean Giono

Essays
Research Papers

Infrastructures for disorder, Richard Sennett
- https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/1473926/3/Sendra%20Fernandez_
final_manuscript_v4.pdf

Lonely Cities to Prosocial Places, by Rhiannon Corcoran and
Graham Marshall
: https://www.prosocialplace.co.uk/app/download/5806462362/
From+Lonely+Cities+to+Prosocial+Places+25.4.17.pdf

Profiling the needs of faith communities in Hackney
https://hcvs.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Profiling_the_needs_of_
Hackney_s_Faith_Communities.pdf

Articles

Architects hope to tear down garden fences of England’s
future homes
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2020/aug/23/architects-hope-teardown-garden-fences-england-future-homes?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Other

I Am Stuck Between Two Lives During This Pandemic
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/20/opinion/coronavirus-anxiety.html

My Story Your Story short film
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlpSdvqqc_8&feature=youtu.
be&ab_channel=INKYFILMS

Organisations

iriemind.org
mindchwf.org.uk

